Recovery Point and Geminare Expand Hybrid Resiliency Capabilities for the Enterprise Market

Industry leaders expand on their partnership to bring hybrid orchestration, automation and security to complex business process resilience deployments through the Geminare RMP Platform.

GAITHERSBURG, Md. and PALO ALTO, Calif. (PRWEB) May 24, 2018 -- Recovery Point Systems, an independently recognized, leading national provider of cloud-based business resilience solutions, along with Geminare, a leader in IT Orchestration and Automation (ITRO) incorporating AI and Machine Learning capabilities, announced today an expansion of their relationship established in 2017 through the joint development of advanced Solution Galleries within Geminare’s Resiliency Management Platform (RMP) specifically focused on the unique needs of the hybrid enterprise market for business process resilience. Solution Galleries delivered from the RMP enable customers with hybrid technology deployments to quickly orchestrate and automate application resiliency processes, industrializing once complex protection scenarios and powering sophisticated application recovery services for customers large and small.

Recovery Point continues to make significant investments in improving the automation and orchestration features of its DRaaS offerings for enterprise clients who have complex heterogeneous environments. Through the implementation of Geminare’s RMP, considered one of the most mature orchestration and automation platforms delivering multi-vendor, technology-neutral solutions, Recovery Point has dramatically enhanced its strength in providing grouped recovery capabilities for complex and hybrid customer deployments.

The RMP’s solution orchestration capability allows the broadest range of hybrid technologies, from legacy to cloud, to be simultaneously leveraged and orchestrated. Going forward into the future, Recovery Point will further leverage the RMP in order to deliver solutions covering Machine Learning, Data Analytics, Security Posturing and more through preconfigured Solution Galleries within the RMP. In addition, as Recovery Point roles out its extensive S3 compatible deep archive platform, the RMP can be leveraged to empower Data Analytics as a Service for Recovery Point customers.

“Looking ahead, we will continue to make investments in advanced orchestration solutions for our enterprise clients, and the Geminare RMP is a key pillar in this roadmap. I believe we are positioning ourselves well for the future as the market evolves from infrastructure recovery to application resilience,” said Marc Langer, Recovery Point’s President.

“Since the inception of the Gartner DRaaS Magic Quadrant, Geminare’s Platform has been represented in the Leadership quadrant each and every time and is continually identified as a key mainstay of a service provider’s strength,” stated Joshua Geist, Geminare’s CEO. “We are honored to have this important recognition continued through Recovery Point, and are thrilled to be working with them to support their advanced deployment needs.”

Gartner Disclaimer
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research.
including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

About Recovery Point
Recovery Point Systems is a nationwide leader in cloud-based business resilience services. Serving commercial organizations ranging from the Fortune 500 to SMBs, as well as Federal, state and local governments, Recovery Point delivers a comprehensive suite of IT resiliency and disaster recovery solutions for heterogeneous environments ranging from mainframe to desktops.

About Geminare
For over 10 years, Geminare has helped create leaders in the Service Provider market through differentiated technology solutions and its award-winning RMP Orchestration and Automation Platform, recognized as a pivotal component for multiple global Service Providers. Considered one of the most mature ITRO and ML Orchestration and Automation Platforms that uniquely focuses on the needs of the Service Provider market, the RMP enables the delivery of machine learning (ML) capabilities as unified solutions through pre- and post-orchestration of data, applications, and ML models.

The RMP powers Magic Quadrant Leaders among many of the world’s leading Service Providers including Recovery Point Systems, NTT Communications, Cable & Wireless, Liberty Global, Forsythe, TierPoint LLC, Iron Mountain, and many others. Geminare is headquartered in Silicon Valley, with additional operations in Toronto, Canada. https://www.geminare.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.